
Year 2017 passes or Déjà vu 

100 years ago the October historical events are changed the destiny of most 

generations of people is not only in Russia, Ukraine but also in whole world. Almost 80 

years ago majority in Ukraine was penetrated by Marks ghosts of communism and now 

there is a process of decommunism.  

For the prognoses of historians, politicians, economists this passing year must 

become critical for Ukraine. And some breach already happened: there are the citizens 

of Ukraine got possibility without visas to be gone to Europe and other countries of the 

world. But other miracle is not happened: a hybrid war did not make off and all, who 

relates to this process, already got tired from endless expectations. 

However the life is not stands in place. And we have a hope, that however war 

will make off in Ukraine that for the coincidence of the same historical facts was began 

100 years ago from the beginning of First World War. So we will consider that 100 

annual historical experience and new coil of spiral, which already began in a country, 

will be more high-quality and progressive. And coming generation will not be necessary 

to build on ruins of war new society. It is necessary to draw conclusion from history. 

We can not for coming 100 years still to be ignoramuses, which can not manage the 

country or region. And how many 100-years-old coils of spiral yet is necessary to 

outlive, that to understand that we over and over go back to the "broken washtub" and 

that we used already all desires what used for us historical "gold fish". And now it 

follows to believe only on itself. 

Therefore in 2018 year of Dog there is a hope to regenerate in the friendly circle 

of the family, which has the name "Ukraine". The active life, good and soul consent we 

wishes to all supporters of our magazine. Let always dominates in your hearts are love, 

gladness and inflexible faith in the best! And New Year will bring to the "gift knapsack" 

is implementation all your still is not realizable desires. We wishes New-year and 

Christmas wonders, the same fairy-tale, God blessed life and pleasure from every 

minute spent knowingly time! 
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